OFFICERS OF SENIOR, JUNIOR AND SOPHOMORE CLASSES CHOSEN TODAY IN MAIN LOBBY

Polls Open 8.30 to 4.30—Architects to Vote in Rogers from 1 to 2—Class Dues Must Be Paid to Secure Ballot and May Be Paid at the Polls—Mass Meeting 8 Tonight in the “Caf”

EVERYONE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE ON STRAW BALLOT

EVERYONE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE ON STRAW BALLOT

1917 Nominations

PRESIDENT—Robert C. Erb—Course XV, Class 1917, Sigma, Sigma, Class Track (1), Manager Tech Show (1, 2), Secretary (1), Class Business Committee (1), Site Committee (3),class (3), Medical (1), Business (1, 2).

Vice President—Neal L. Mcbride—Course XV, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Class Track (1), Manager Tech Show (1, 2), Secretary (1), Class Business Committee (1), Site Committee (3),class (3), Medical (1), Business (1, 2).

Secretary—Edward J. Bell—Course XV, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Class Track (1), Manager Tech Show (1, 2), Secretary (1), Class Business Committee (1), Site Committee (3),class (3), Medical (1), Business (1, 2).

Treasurer—Leonard M. McGady—Course XV, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Class Track (1), Manager Tech Show (1, 2), Secretary (1), Class Business Committee (1), Site Committee (3),class (3), Medical (1), Business (1, 2).

Assistant Treasurer—Richard J. McLaughlin—Course XV, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Class Track (1), Manager Tech Show (1, 2), Secretary (1), Class Business Committee (1), Site Committee (3),class (3), Medical (1), Business (1, 2).

ăngen—Julian M. Avery—Course XIV, Kappa, Sigma, Class Track (1), Class Business Committee (1), Site Committee (3),class (3), Medical (1), Business (1, 2).

Auditing Committee—J. M. F. A. A., Class Football Captain (1, 2), Class Football (1), Class Football (1, 2).

Continuous News Service—Charles Evans Hughes

To supersede a political party in power requires a convincing argument that the incoming party will provide a more generally satisfactory administration than its predecessor; and the Republican party is confident that it has found such an argument in its candidate for the Presidency, Mr. Charles Evans Hughes.

The record of Mr. Hughes, with his highly inconspicuous beginning, is a testimonial to his ability to plan wisely and to deliver the goods. After being graduated from Brown University, he took up the practice of law in New York City, and until recently was unknown. Then he was employed to conduct an investigation into (Continued on page 2)